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Abstract

The Metadata Standards Directory Working Group was formally endorsed in

August 2013. It quickly joined forces with the Digital Curation Centre to develop

its Disciplinary Metadata Catalogue into an international, community-maintained

resource. Following its successful completion a follow-on group, the Metadata

Standards Catalog Working Group, was proposed. It was endorsed in January

2016 and is working on a new version of the directory with more features and,

crucially, an API for machine-to-machine access.

All too often, it is hard to find, evaluate, interpret,
combine, and use data because themetadata are
missing, incomplete, or just plain odd.

Ramifications:

• Researchers don’t achieve potential impact.

• Future research is obstructed.

• Ad hoc approaches and incompatible
standards proliferate.

• It is harder to develop useful data services.

Figure 1: Use of metadata

standards by scientists (slide:

Rebecca Koskela, DataONE).

1 The past

Key facts

• Ran 1 August 2013 – 1 February 2015

• 150 members frommany countries and disciplines
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Figure 2: Venn diagram showing pre-existing lists of metadata standards.

Goals

1. Develop an RDA Metadata Standards Directory listing standards relevant for research
data

• Comprehensive, covering all disciplines and most generic applications

• Easy for anyone to contribute or update

2. Defineanddevelopuse cases for researchmetadata, to help with organizing standards

within the directory

3. Develop plan for long-term growth andmaintenance of the directory

Before forging ahead, the Working Group looked for lists and catalogues of metadata

standards that others had already assembled (¶ Figure 2). What stuck out was there

was already a resource that was approximately what the group had in mind: the DCC

Disciplinary Metadata Catalogue. This was fairly new: it was launched in January

2013, at about the same time as the Working Group was forming.

The catalogue was aimed primarily at institutional support staff, typically librarians

or Research Office staff, who would be advising researchers on how they ought to

document their data.

• New and updated entries in the DCC Disciplinary Metadata Catalogue:

– 14 new standards and 4 new profiles
– 13 newmetadata tools
– 19 newmetadata use examples
– 18 updated entries

• Use cases for using the Metadata Standards Directory

• Use cases exploring the most useful metadata for particular domains and tasks

• A new interface for maintaining the content . . .
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Disciplinary Metadata

Contact us

Search

Home > Resources for digital curators > Disciplinary Metadata

Disciplinary Metadata

While data curators, and increasingly researchers, know that good metadata is key for research data access and
re-use, figuring out precisely what metadata to capture and how to capture it is a complex task. Fortunately, many
academic disciplines have supported initiatives to formalise the metadata specifications the community deems to be
required for data re-use. This page provides links to information about these disciplinary metadata standards, including
profiles, tools to implement the standards, and use cases of data repositories currently implementing them.

For those disciplines that have not yet settled on a metadata standard, and for those repositories that work with data
across disciplines, the General Research Data section links to information about broader metadata standards that have
been adapted to suit the needs of research data. 

Search by Discipline

Biology Earth Science General Research Data

Physical Science Social Science & Humanities

Search by Resource Type
Metadata Standards

Specifications for the minimum information that should be collected about research data in order for it to be re-used.

Profiles and Extensions
Standards that have been adapted for use in particular types of repositories, or for particular types of data.

Use cases
Institutional repositories and data portals using standards to determine which metadata should be collected upon
data deposit.

Tools
Software that has been developed to capture or store metadata conforming to a specific standard.

In this section
Briefing Papers

How-to Guides

Developing RDM Services

Curation Lifecycle Model

Curation Reference Manual

Policy and legal

Data Management Plans

Tools

Case studies

Repository audit and assessment

Standards

Disciplinary Metadata

DIFFUSE

Publications and presentations

Roles

Curation journals

Informatics research

External resources

Home Digital curation About us News Events Resources Training Projects Community

Disciplinary Metadata | Digital Curation Centre http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards
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RDA Metadata Standards Directory
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metadata- standards

http://rd- alliance.github.io/
metadata- directory/

Figure 3: The Metadata Standards Directory.

2 The present

The Metadata Standards Catalog has the samemission:

• Make metadata standards easy to find – whether general or discipline-specific, across

any discipline

• Help people get the information they need to use them – specifications, tools, ex-

amples

• Encourage people to adopt and adapt standards rather than do their own thing

But we want the Catalog to work harder:

• Allow people to search (not just browse) for standards
• Make it painless to contribute information
• Allow information to be extracted and acted on bymachines – integration into other

services

¶ Received 26 user stories:

• Properties by which to select records, e.g. by data type

described

• Additional properties to display, e.g. version history of

standards

• GUI (Web page) functionality, e.g. being able to compare

two standards

• API functionality, e.g. metadata scheme detection

See the full list at https://goo.gl/wFTwHM
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¶ Requirements specification:

• System description

• Data model

• Functional requirements

– Search or browse (9)

– Display (10)

– Update (2)

– Compare (2)

• Non-functional requirements (4)

See the full specification at https://goo.gl/7bdSiz

Are these priorities right?

¶ Figure 4:

1. Metadata scheme at the heart of the model . . . versions information kept within

records rather than each being separate.

2. Profiles are given the same footing as other schemes . . .

3. New entity for describing mappings/crosswalks . . .

4. As before, separate entity for tools . . .

5. More generic entity for organizations . . . used for funders and maintainers, not

just what we formerly called use cases.
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Figure 4: Data model – Entities.
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Metadata scheme
• title
• identifiers
• versions
• description
• keywords
(disciplines)

• dataTypes
• locations
• samples
• endorsements

Mapping
• identifiers
• versions
• creators
• description
• locations

Organization
• name
• identifiers
• types
• locations

Tool
• title
• identifiers
• versions
• creators
• description
• types
• locations

Endorsement
• date
• originator
• location

Figure 5: Data model – Elements.

¶ Figure 5: We no longer collect subject keywords about tools or organizations: this

is implied from relationships to schemes.

3 The future

Bymid-January 2017:

• Finalize data model – Does this look right?

– Draft Data Model – http://goo.gl/kvGQlg

– MSCWG Disciplinary Taxonomy: Draft Proposal 1 – http://goo.gl/kiv4XP

– MSCWG Disciplinary Taxonomy: Draft Proposal 2 – http://goo.gl/a1NuxF

• Convert some existing data to newmodel

• Select toolchain for developing new interfaces

• Develop new interfaces

• Make prototype available online – Could you use it?
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Thank you toWorking Groupmemberswho suggested directory entries, provided use cases,
and helped to steer the work.

NB. 〈MRC〉 = Drexel University Metadata Research Center; DCC = UK Digital
Curation Centre.

Except where otherwise stated,this work is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International licence: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/

The Metadata Standards Catalog Working Group is part of the Research Data Alli-
ance, which is supported by the European Commission, the US Government and
the Australian Government.

For more information, please visit https://rd- alliance.org/groups/
metadata- standards- catalog- working- group.html
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